
Example Mini Essay focusing on causes: 

  

 Can you believe that cockroaches can survive for weeks without their heads?  Surviving for weeks while decapitated is the 

effect of having a uniquely made body.  There are several reasons (or causes) that make this creature able to do that, including:  its 

brain’s location, its blood and its food storage.   

The first reason a cockroach can live for up to weeks without its head is because its brain is not in its head.  Instead, its brain 

is scattered throughout its body and it is separated evenly between its six legs, according to Dr. Wendel of the Discovery 

Channel.  In general, insects have something called “ganglia,” which are “bundles of nerve tissue…distributed within each body 

segment capable of performing the basic nervous functions” according to Charles Choi in his article, Fact or Fiction? A Cockroach 

Can Live without Its Head, published online by Scientific American.  Another reason, or cause, that allows a roach to live without its 

head is because its white colored blood won’t ooze out of a cut like human blood. Therefore, it is impossible for the roach to bleed to 

death.  Instead, a roach’s blood is made of special digestive enzymes that clot instantly upon contact with air (Mann). And the final 

reason a cockroach can live for over seven days without a head is because it doesn’t need to eat during that time. Surprisingly, it 

stores up about a week’s worth of food in its body in the form of white gunk that squirts out when the roach is stepped on. Like fat in 

humans, the gunk stores energy, keeps the roach fed, and helps the critter live for quite a while according to Dr. J. Kunkel of 

the University of Massachusetts.  

Working together to help the roach survive, these body parts, including: the brain, blood and food storage explain how the 

amazing cockroach can live weeks after being decapitated.  To kill a roach, you have to be strategic about it.  They have even been 

known to survive a nuclear bomb! 
 

Can you find the five supercharged sentences?  Do not forget to copy, paste, and label them after your essay.   

Yellow:  Attention Getter 

Green:  Sentence that mentions the effect.  Since this is mainly a “cause” analysis, going into the causes or reasons that the roach can live without its head, there 

needs to be a sentence in the intro quickly explaining the effect.   



Light Blue:  Thesis statement 

Underlined words = transitions 

Gray highlight = Topic sentences.  Notice how the writer makes sure to follow the same order that they used in their thesis statement.  The three causes, the 

roach’s brain, blood and food storage, are written about in the same exact order in which they are presented in both thesis statements. 

No highlighting or anything:  Everything else that is not highlighted and is in the main body of the essay is quoted or paraphrased information, and sentences 

explaining that information.  Notice how you are supposed to cite your source within the text OR use an in-text citation.  For example:  (Mann)  That is the last 

name of someone who was interviewed most likely.   

 

*Don’t forget to type up your interview questions and answers and put those first, before your mini essay. 

 

When incorporating your interview, you have two basic choices: 

 

State their name in the sentence: 

According to Maggie Dennis, mother of two children during the pandemic, “People aren’t taking this as seriously as they should….” 

OR, you can not state their name and just paraphrase in your own words what they said in the interview.  Then you would want to use an in-text citation with 

their last name afterwards.  Notice that the period goes after the in-text citation. 

 

Do NOT write the whole website out in the in-text citation. 

Do NOT write the website anywhere, actually.  Look for the name of the author or the organization and either incorporate that in your sentence or put it inside 

the in-text citation like this (Scientific American).   

 

Hopefully this example and these notes helped you!  Good luck and have fun writing!   

 

 

 

(Example provided in part by Oklahoma City Community College) 



 

 

 

Example Intro paragraph for Mini Essay focusing on effects   

 

  

 

The Dust Bowl of the 1930s was one of the worst environmental crises to strike twentieth 

century North America. The reasons or causes of this horribly devastating time period were the 

severe drought and wind erosion that ravaged the Great Plains for a decade. The dust and 

sandstorms affected Americans greatly.  The effects were: economical stress especially on farmers 

and human health being harmed.   

 

 

Green = If your essay is mainly about effects, you need to mention the cause briefly in your intro 

Yellow = thesis statement with two clear topics that will be written about in order within the next paragraphs. 

 

 

 



 

 

Requirements for the Cause/Effect Mini Essay: 

  

Three Interview questions and answers are typed before the essay       /9 

Five different kinds of Supercharged Sentences are labeled at the end of the essay   /10 

Mini-Essay is written with cause/effect structure (see teaching video link above)    /7 

Online source(s) are used and cited properly           /3 

             *5/6 period is required to use 2 or more sources and 4 paragraphs. 

Spelling, punctuation, etc.               /1 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Total Summative Points:   /30 

 

 


